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This paper demonstrates that incorporating passive compliance to the follower (slave) by means of a series elastic 

actuator (SEA) improves system transparency for haptic teleoperation applications with large time delays. Time 

delay induced force and position tracking errors limit the practical implementation of teleoperation systems. Tra- 

ditional approaches have focused on passifying the communication channel and estimation methods to improve 

transparency, but performance degrades in large delays. In a force-position architecture using a Smith predictor, 

the ability to implement force control through position control with an SEA aids in increasing transparency of 

the system. The position drift common in most time delayed systems is eliminated with the proposed method 

while maintaining an accurate force reflection for a constant round trip time delay of two seconds. The combined 

actuation and sensing capabilities of the SEA also provide a means for detecting and correcting for variations in 

the environment contact location. This aids in estimating the follower dynamics for the predictor as both position 

and force information of the environment are captured. The proposed method is validated through simulation 

and experiment involving stiff and soft unilateral environment contact. The results of haptic teleoperation with 

an SEA demonstrate the effectiveness of compliance for accurate system transparency and improved performance 

in comparison to stiff actuation, while reducing controller complexity. 
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. Introduction 

While teleoperation has been studied for quite some time, the prac-
icality of time delayed systems has been significantly improved in re-
ent years. A survey by [1] reviews contemporary control approaches
o extend the capabilities of time delayed haptic systems. Many of the
ost recent methods are built off of earlier control architectures that are
resented in a historical survey by [2] . Improving time delayed haptic
eleoperation continues to be important work, as it is the most suit-
ble solution when a human operator is desired but unavailable due
o a remote or hazardous environment. Applications for this include
pace, subsea, robotic surgery, nuclear/disaster sites, and virtual reality
1,2] . The majority of approaches to extend teleoperation performance
n greater time delays has been done with focus on passifying the com-
unication channel, and application of control schemes that estimate

he environment and follower dynamics. Although some achieve good
orce tracking performance, position error and performance losses in
arger delay times is often reported. This paper rethinks the approach by
xamining the mechanical system and investigating environment con-
act dynamics, proposing the use of passive compliance through an SEA
or extending teleoperation performance. 
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The remaining sections are organized as follows: Section 2 reviews
he state of the art. Section 3 defines the problem being addressed and
laborates on the proposed solution. Section 4 provides a detailed dis-
ussion and formulation of the teleoperation system. Sections 5 and
 provide the simulation and experimental results with discussion re-
pectively. Finally, Section 7 gives concluding remarks and presents fu-
ure work. 

. Literature review 

Previously, increasing the performance and ensuring stability of tele-
peration systems has been addressed using model based predictive ap-
roaches augmented with estimators and adaptive methods [3,4] , or ad-
itions such as neural networks (NN) [5,6] , wave variables [7,8] , energy
ounding approaches (EBA) [9,10] or optimization [11] . Oftentimes, a
mith predictor (SP), first proposed in [12] , will be implemented as the
ain controller, although other model based predictors have also been

tudied. In this scheme, if the time-delayed dynamics are perfectly pre-
icted then the time delay is canceled out. 

The greatest challenge in predictive control approaches is obtaining
n accurate model or estimation of the follower and environment, par-
icularly when the follower and environment dynamics are nonlinear or
o. 
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Fig. 1. 2-Channel force position teleoperation system. ∗ denotes delayed signal. 
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ime varying. To address this [5] uses an online NN to estimate follower
ide dynamics. As an online method, the network can respond to small
hanges in the follower and environment dynamics. However, the NN
eights can take up to 1.5 s for a round trip time (RTT) delay of 500 ms

o converge. 
Others have addressed the concerns with predictive methods by us-

ng adaptive model based approaches in [4,11,13] . From the most re-
ent example, the improved extended active observer in [13] relies on
ccurate rigid body models and observers to estimate the external and
riction torques of the system. This approach, like most adaptive meth-
ds, can handle variations in the communication delay but is limited
o small delay times, and its ability to adapt to varying environment
ynamics has not been investigated. 

Performance in teleoperation is based on transparency between the
aster and follower (slave) system. In early studies, transparency was

ocused on matching the impedance transmitted to the operator ( Z to )
o the environment impedance ( Z e ) such that 𝑍 𝑡𝑜 = 𝑍 𝑒 . A 4-Channel
4C) approach was proposed where both force and velocity signals are
ransmitted [14] . However, transparency was achieved at the expense
f passivity. To guarantee passivity, the common two channel method
as developed, but with a loss of transparency [15] . This asserts that

ransparency and passivity are opposing goals that researchers continue
o combat. The two channel architecture is depicted in Fig. 1 where F
nd x denote the force and position signals, and subscripts h, m, f , and ref
efer to the human, master, follower, and reflected value, respectively. 

Passivity, as first presented for teleoperation systems with scattering
ariables by [16] , is a convenient and conservative assurance of sta-
ility, and thus has been widely implemented through transformation
ariables applied to signals sent through the communication channel.
he use of wave variables (WV) in particular has become very popular
ince it guarantees stability regardless of the time delay and follower
ide dynamics. However, because no position information is explicit,
vailable position drift is a common consequence. A detailed discussion
n the benefits and limitations of WV is presented in [17] . 

WV have also been notably used to stabilize the H ∞ controller in [8] .
his study performed a pick and place telemanipulation task between
he USA and Japan in an RTT of 0.48 s, with the help of voice queues
rom the follower side. Although this work successfully presented a prac-
ical demonstration, it was constrained to a small delay. Additionally,
he system features the common performance and stability trade-off for
assivity approaches. 

An energy bounding approach (EBA) is another method used to
chieve passivity without scattering or WV [9] . Here the concept of
assivity is applied as a controller to bound energy output on both
he master and follower. This method was expanded in [10] where
he bilateral EBA was combined with an SP force position (F-P) ar-
hitecture. Similar to [7] this method guaranties stability, but has the
ommon stability-performance trade-off since the EBA bounds the force
agnitude on the master side. Like many approaches, the predictive
BA also needs to know the environment dynamics to have good trans-
arency.Alternatively, [18] used a sliding mode based finite time con-
roller with a barrier Lyapunov function to address performance and
tability, with a NN for uncertainties. This has promising results with
ts ability to constrain the position error, but has not been applied to
nvironment interaction. 

Earlier work in teleoperation has also investigated shared compli-
nce control (SCC) [14] . It was recognized that compliance on the fol-
r

ower side is beneficial for safely controlling the remote robot. However,
t the time, manipulator stiffness was preferred for positional accuracy.
hus, compliance was actively achieved through impedance control de-
pite certain advantages of passive compliance. A well known example is
he remote compliant center (RCC) wrists [19] . Because of this, passive
ompliance remains mainly unexplored in teleoperation, despite many
otential benefits that can be applied in the form of an SEA. 

SEA’s have many advantages over direct drive actuators including ac-
urate force control, and reduced force errors from friction and torque
ipples that can cause position drift [20] . Moreover, the unified force
hrough position control of SEAs lends itself very well to the F-P architec-
ure in teleoperation. Compliant robots are also becoming increasingly
ore popular in both research and industry as safe human interaction

s becoming a critical concern. The main method of ensuring safe oper-
tion is minimizing inertial forces and enforcing compliance by passive
eans with SEA’s instead of active control, as compliant actuators lower

he reflected inertia [20,21] . A new robot design in [22] showcases the
mportance and the benefits of passive joint compliance through SEA’s
n contact detection as well as unified force motion control. 

Since an SEA functions as a force/torque sensor as well as an actu-
tor, contact can be determined by measuring the joint torques while
nteracting with an unknown environment. This is beneficial for teleop-
ration as it provides a method to accommodate varying environments.
 study by [23] also suggests that the use of SEA’s on the follower
ide may be beneficial in future teleoperation systems. Another study
24] makes note that the effects of compliance in haptic feedback has
ot been examined thoroughly. 

. Methodology 

To the knowledge of the authors, the practical limits for bilateral
aptic teleoperation is an RTT of approximately 500 ms. Performance
f teleoperation systems degrades as the delay time increases, partic-
larly for systems that enforce passivity. Moreover, few studies have
nvestigated robust solutions to varying environment dynamics. Much
ork remains for increasing haptic teleoperation performance in large

ime delays by further examining unexplored components of the sys-
em such as environment contact on the follower side. To address these
ssues this paper presents the novel use of an SEA as a compliant end
ffector on the follower side, for improved transparency in time delays
f up to two seconds and adaptability to environment position variation,
ith a simplified control strategy. 

The proposed system uses an F-P architecture with an SP to com-
at the effects of time delay. In this approach, the slave robot tracks a
osition command from the master device and sends back the external
orce from the environment, where it is reflected back onto the user by
he master haptic device. Because the slave side tracks the master po-
ition, it is referred to as the follower. In this scheme transparency is
chieved through position and force matching, such that 𝑥 ℎ = 𝑥 𝑒 and
 ℎ = 𝐹 𝑒 , where the subscripts h and e refer to the human operator and
nvironment, respectively. Additionally, in the implementation of an F-
 architecture, the reflected force becomes proportional to the follower
osition through the spring constant and thus the outer loop force con-
rol also drives the position tracking. This reduces the common devi-
tion between force and position error and simplifies modeling of the
ollower-environment system. Due to the compliance and force position
elationship, the system is far more robust to large time delays. 
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the proposed force-position Smith predictor architec- 

ture. 
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Fig. 3. General Smith predictor system with time delay. 
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Although time delays can be time varying and asymmetrical,methods
o deal with the nonlinear and time-varying effects of internet commu-
ication have been studied in [25–28] .Moreover, time varying delays
an be turned into constant delays with the use of buffering and a net-
ork delay regulation [27] .Because the proposed system can be applied

n tandem with some of these methods, for simplicity of presenting the
ontrol strategy and to focus on the novelty of using an SEA, this study
ssumes a known constant delay. 

. Teleoperation system 

.1. Smith predictor 

Due to its simplicity and proven performance, the Smith predictor is
he primary method for dealing with time delay. In the Smith predictor,
he desired force feedback F p , can be written as 

 𝑝 = 𝐺 

′
𝑝 
(1 − 𝑒 − 𝑠𝑇 

′ ) 𝑥 𝑚 + 𝐹 𝑓 (1)

here 𝐺 

′
𝑝 

is the follower dynamics estimate, T ′ is the estimated round
rip time delay, x m 

is the position of the master, and F f is the actual force
eedback from the follower side 

 𝑓 = 𝑒 − 𝑠𝑇 𝐺 𝑝 𝑥 𝑚 . (2)

he desired reflected force can be rewritten in terms of the time delay
nd follower dynamics such that the equation becomes 

 𝑝 = 𝐺 

′
𝑝 
(1 − 𝑒 − 𝑠𝑇 

′ ) 𝑥 𝑚 + 𝑒 − 𝑠𝑇 𝐺 𝑝 𝑥 𝑚 (3)

here G p is the actual follower dynamics and T is the round trip time
elay. If the time delay is known, 𝑇 ′ = 𝑇 , and the follower dynamics are
erfectly predicted, 𝐺 

′
𝑝 
= 𝐺 𝑝 , then the time delay is canceled out and the

eflected force becomes 

 𝑝 = 𝐺 𝑝 𝑥 𝑚 . (4)

ecause no passivity enforcing control is applied to this architecture, the
ystem is only stable when there is full cancellation of the time delayed
ynamics, 𝐺 𝑝 = 𝐺 

′
𝑝 
, with proper controller selection on the follower side.

hus, stability for the proposed system with the architecture presented
n Fig. 2 is dependent on the accuracy of the follower and environment
ynamics modeling. When modeling error is present, stability of the
eleoperation system can still be guaranteed for a bounded error using
yquist criteria [29] . From examination of the representative block di-
gram of an SP in Fig. 3 , the closed loop transfer function is 

 𝑐𝑙 = 

𝐶𝐺𝑒 − 𝑠𝑇 

1 + 𝐶𝐺 

′ + 𝐶Δ𝐺𝑒 − 𝑠𝑇 
(5)

here ΔG is additive modeling error. Based on the Nyquist theorem the
ystem will be stable if 1 + 𝐶( 𝑗 𝜔 ) 𝐺( 𝑗 𝜔 ) > 𝐶Δ𝐺( 𝑗𝜔 ) 𝑒 − 𝑗𝜔𝑇 . The additive
rror can be represented as G ( j 𝜔 ) 𝛿G ( j 𝜔 ), where 𝛿G ( j 𝜔 ) is multiplication
odeling error. The stability condition now becomes 

1 + [ 𝐶( 𝑗 𝜔 ) 𝐺( 𝑗 𝜔 )] −1 | > |𝛿𝐺( 𝑗𝜔 ) 𝑒 − 𝑗𝜔𝑇 | (6) 

hus, | 𝛿G ( j 𝜔 )| < W ( 𝜔 ), where W ( 𝜔 ) is an upper bound function requiring

1 + [ 𝐶( 𝑗 𝜔 ) 𝐺( 𝑗 𝜔 )] −1 | > 𝑊 ( 𝑤 ) ∀ 𝜔. (7)

herefore, even with modeling error the SP remains stable for the tele-
peration system based on the appropriate selection of C for the follower
ynamics. The stability of the presented architecture is verified in ex-
eriment. 

.2. Compliance in the system 

The addition of passive compliance to the follower provides many
dvantages for improving the capabilities of teleoperation systems.
ompliance is beneficial because with two objects in contact, the kine-
atics of the most compliant member dominates. This becomes evident

y examining the pole locations of both a stiff and compliant system.
he time constant depends on the pole locations Re { 𝜆}, where 𝜆 is an
igenvalue of the system. 𝜆’s with large time constants decay quickly and
nly the compliant dynamics remain. Thus, if the follower has a com-
liant member such as an SEA in contact with the environment, where
he follower impedance is much smaller than that of the environment,
 f < < Z e , then the force exerted by the follower on the environment
educes to the SEA spring displacement as given by Hooke’s Law. How-
ver, this simplification cannot be made with a stiff follower, or when
he compliances have a similar relative order of magnitude.For these
ases the environmental force is 

 𝑒 = 

{ 

− 𝐾 𝑠 ( 𝑥 𝑒 − 𝑥 𝑓 ) 𝐾 𝑓 << 𝐾 𝑒 

𝑓 ( 𝑥 𝑓 , 𝑥 𝑒 , �̇� 𝑒 ) 𝐾 𝑓 >> 𝐾 𝑒 , 𝐾 𝑓 ≈ 𝐾 𝑒 

(8) 

here K is stiffness with subscripts e, f, and s referring to the follower,
nvironment, and SEA respectively, and f is a generalized function that
s dependent on the follower position x f , environment contact location
 e , velocity �̇� 𝑒 , and may be time-varying with linear or nonlinear stiff-
ess and damping. Naturally, if K f > > K e then the SEA will be unable to
easure the contact force since the spring does not displace. For mea-

uring environmental forces in this situation, a secondary force sensor
an be used at the expense of stiff contact behavior common in F-P archi-
ectures. Thus, the spring stiffness must be appropriately selected for the
nvironment and use case. Environment dynamics can also be nonlinear.
ith traditional SP approaches, nonlinear environment dynamics cause

rediction errors that lead to transparency losses, thereby destabilizing
he system. With an SEA, the environment position is known through
ontact with the follower and the position is encoded in the force sig-
al. This is used to update the prediction model and allows the proposed
ystem to have good force and position tracking even in contact with soft
onlinear environments. 

The compliant follower is a great simplification in both the sensing
nd modeling of the follower and environment. Because SEA’s decouple
he inertia of links in a multi-link manipulator, only a single SEA in con-
act with the environment is presented. The generalized rotary model
s formulated as a force sensing SEA similar to that examined by [30] .
ncluding the electrical and mechanical subsystems, the SEA is modeled
s follows. The electrical system is coupled to the motor dynamics by
he motor torque, which is proportional to the current as 𝜏 = 𝐾 𝑖 with
𝑚 𝑚 
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Table 1 

Simulation parameters. 

Parameter Value 

J m 4 E-6 kg m 

2 

J l 2 E-4 kg m 

2 

B m 2.9 E-5 Nm s/rad 

B l 1.0 E-4 Nm s/rad 

K s 5 Nm/rad 

N 10 

R 4 Ω
L 2.7 E-6 H 

K m 0.0275 Nm/ 
√

W 
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K  

g  
otor constant K m 

. The motor is coupled to the load by 𝜏out through the
pring displacement 𝑑 𝑠 = 𝑁 

−1 𝜃𝑚 − 𝜃𝑙 , giving 

𝑖 + 𝐿 

𝑑𝑖 

𝑑𝑡 
+ 𝐾 𝑚 �̇�𝑚 = 𝑉 

𝐽 𝑚 �̈�𝑚 + 𝐵 𝑚 �̇�𝑚 = 𝜏𝑚 − 𝜏𝑜𝑢𝑡 

𝐽 𝑙 ̈𝑥 𝑙 + 𝐵 𝑙 ̇𝑥 𝑙 = 𝜏𝑜𝑢𝑡 + 𝜏𝑒𝑥𝑡 

𝐾 𝑠 𝑑 𝑠 = 𝜏𝑜𝑢𝑡 (9)

here J l and B l are the mass and damping of the load, J m 

and B m 

are
he motor inertia and damping, V is the voltage applied to the motor, L
s the armature inductance, and R is the armature resistance. 

For the proposed linear actuator used in experiment, the rotary mo-
ion from the DC motor is converted into linear motion with a lead screw
s 𝑥 𝑚 = 𝑁 

−1 𝜃𝑚 𝑙∕2 𝜋, where l is the screw pitch. The force applied by the
EA is then 𝐹 𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝐾 𝑠 𝑑 where displacement 𝑑 = 𝑥 𝑚 − 𝑥 𝑙 , and x m 

and x l 
re the motor and load positions. The general linear load dynamics now
ecome 𝑀 𝑙 ̈𝑥 𝑙 + 𝐵 𝑙 ̇𝑥 𝑙 = 𝐹 𝑜𝑢𝑡 + 𝐹 𝑒𝑥𝑡 . 

From the system of equations above, an open loop transfer function
elating the output force of the SEA to the input voltage while the fol-
ower is in contact can be written as 

𝐹 𝑜𝑢𝑡 

𝑉 
= 

𝐾 𝑠 𝐾 𝑚 𝑙 

2 𝜋𝑠 [( 𝐿𝑠 + 𝑅 )( 𝐽 𝑚 𝑠 + 𝐵 𝑚 ) + 𝐾 

2 
𝑚 
] 
. (10)

A PID control law can be applied to this for position control of the
EA for implementation of the proposed F-P architecture as follows: 

𝑒 = 𝑥 𝑚 − 𝑥 𝑓 

 = 𝑘 𝑃 𝑒 + 𝑘 𝐼 ∫ 𝑒 + 𝑘 𝐷 ̇𝑒 . (11)

ithout loss of generality, x f can be set to zero with x m 

being the new set
oint relative to x f . The transfer function for the follower side dynamics
or use in calculating F p in the SP is now 

 𝑝 = 

𝐾 𝑠 𝐾 𝑚 𝑙( 𝐾 𝐷 𝑠 
2 + 𝐾 𝑃 𝑠 + 𝐾 𝐼 ) 

2 𝜋𝑠 2 [( 𝐿𝑠 + 𝑅 )( 𝐽 𝑚 𝑠 + 𝐵 𝑚 ) + 𝐾 

2 
𝑚 
] 
. (12)

.3. Environment contact location sensing and correction 

Compensating for time varying environment dynamics is impor-
ant for teleoperation systems with large time delays since prediction
chemes in particular necessitate exact knowledge of the follower and
nvironment dynamics. Generally, the follower side dynamics are as-
umed to be known a priori, and not subject to disturbances. In predic-
ive architectures, inaccurate estimation will have losses in transparency
rom delay cancellations, and subsequently large force reflection error.
hus, any unknown environmental variations can lead to undesired col-

isions resulting in destabilizing oscillations or damage to the system
nd environment. Because the SEA is capable of both position and force
ensing, it can be used to compensate for varying environment dynam-
cs without the use of a neural network or an adaptive control scheme.
or environment position variation, if there is an error in the environ-
ent contact location, F p ≠ F f even if 𝑥 𝑚 = 𝑥 𝑓 . Because the force on the

ollower is proportional to the SEA spring displacement, x e can be cal-
ulated by the difference in follower position and spring displacement
s 

 𝑒 = 𝑥 𝑓 − 

𝐹 𝑓 

𝑘 𝑠 
. (13)

he spring displacement cannot be used directly since the F-P architec-
ure only uses two channels to send and receive the position and force
espectively. During operation when the environment position varies,
he contact location x e is determined from Eq. (13) upon initial con-
act with the environment, and the force reflection is carried out with
he new estimate. This method continuously updates x e while in contact
ith the environment. 
. Unilateral contact dynamics simulation 

Often the initial contact dynamics are not considered in teleopera-
ion since a stationary environment is passive from energy and momen-
um conservation of impact. However, this ignores important aspects
f the system such as the large impulses that occur due to discontinu-
ty in velocity upon impact. When these are large, the resulting oscilla-
ions can degrade performance, in particular for higher speeds. Perhaps
ince teleoperation was developed with a ”move and wait ” strategy in
ts formative years [2] , most studies and applications have been low
andwidth, which helps in the follower prediction but limits practical
pplication. Another advantage of SEA’s over direct drive actuators is
hat they do not have chatter when in contact from a stiff load cell read-
ng in high gain feedback [21] . This is an important distinction further
nvestigated in simulation, as this sensing method is implemented most
ften for teleoperation. Moreover, gain limitations affect the amount of
odeling error the system can handle with an SP as discussed above. 

.1. Simulation setup 

To further investigate how the contact dynamics affect the system,
 simulation was carried out in MATLAB for a generalized scenario of
 0.1 m rod making contact with a wall 0.05 m away. Actuation with a
tiff motor was compared to a rotary force sensing SEA with dynamics
efined by Eq. (9) with parameters listed in Table 1 . Unilateral contact
ynamics were implemented using the nonlinear Hunt–Crossley (HC)
odel [31] . The HC method is well known and widely used to model

ontact with viscoelastic materials [32,33] . The benefit of the HC model
s that the normal force F N is continuous and takes into account viscous
riction forces for elastic conditions based on contact pseudo penetration
. Here the normal force is expressed as 

 𝑁 = 𝐾 𝑒 𝛿
𝑛 + 𝜒𝛿𝑛 �̇�, 𝛿( 𝑡 ) ≥ 0 . (14)

 e is the effective stiffness calculated as 

 𝑒 = 

4 
√
𝑅 𝑖 

3( 𝜎𝑖 + 𝜎𝑗 ) 
(15)

here 𝜎∗ = (1 − 𝑣 2 ∗ )∕ 𝐸 ∗ , for ∗= 𝑖, 𝑗, where v ∗ and E ∗ is the Poisson ratio
nd Young’s modulus respectively, for object i coming into contact with
bject j. 𝜒 is the hysteresis damping factor given by [34] as 

= 

3 𝐾 𝑒 (1 − 𝑐 𝑟 ) 
2 ̇𝛿(−) 

(16)

here c r is the coefficient of restitution and 𝛿(−) is the initial contact ve-
ocity. Contact with both a stiff and soft wall was investigated by chang-
ng K e and c r , as both are inversely proportional to damping [35] . 

.2. Results and discussion 

Results for contact with a stiff environment are depicted in Fig. 4 for
 e and c r values of 2.8 × 10 9 and 0.75 respectively, with a proportional
ain K p of 7.5. The target force was set to 2.5 N. The results show a
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Fig. 4. SEA vs. Stiff Motor simulation results in force control with stiff unilateral 

contact force modeling. 

Fig. 5. SEA vs. Stiff Motor simulation results in force control with soft unilateral 

contact force modeling. 
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Fig. 6. SEA vs. Stiff Motor simulation results in position control with (a) stiff

and (b) soft unilateral contact force modeling. 

Fig. 7. Experimental setup with Geomagic Touch, SEA, and stiff actuator. 
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ubstantial amount of chatter and overshoot for the stiff motor, whereas
he SEA settles much faster within the acceptable error. 

The simulation was repeated for contact with a soft wall with K e , c r ,
nd K p values of 2.8 × 10 4 , 0.5, and 18. As the wall stiffness decreases,
he SEA loses its compliance advantage and has a larger settling time
han the motor as demonstrated in Fig. 5 . It should be noted that be-
ause of the compliance and damping of the material, the motor settles
ehind the nominal contact location as the wall is deformed. Moreover,
ecause of the SEA compliance the final settling distance within the wall
s different despite having a negligible difference in steady state error. 

In the proposed F-P architecture, the follower is position controlled.
imulations were also run for stiff and soft contact with proportional po-
ition control targeting the wall location at 0.05 m. The same K e and c r 
ere used as before with K p set to 80. Results did not vary much for stiff
nd soft contact, and are shown in Fig. 6 . In both cases the stiff motor
ad large overshoot and chatter, but occurring with much less frequency
han in the force control case. The SEA showed less overshoot than with
orce control. These results support the use of an SEA over a stiff mo-
or for sensing and actuation as a means to increase the capabilities of
elayed teleoperation systems. 

. Experimental validation 

Experiments were set up to validate that the performance of a time
elayed system is improved by the use of an SEA, as well as demon-
trate the capability to adapt to a varying environment. A Geomagic
ouch haptic device was used as the master and a force sensing SEA as
he follower. For the experiment, a one degree of freedom contact task
as performed for ease of comparison with literature. The Geomagic
ouch user input and haptic feedback was restricted to motion along
ne axis. The linear actuator on the follower side used a potentiome-
er for position feedback to implement the Smith predictor architecture
rom Fig. 2 . 
The master side control was executed on a computer communicat-
ng through a serial port to a Teensy 3.2 microcontroller on the follower
ide. Although serial communication does not provide a constant delay,
uffer sizes were set to achieve a maximum upper bound to the delay.
he master side was implemented using Simulink, and a delay block was
sed to create a well controlled artificial delay. The Simulink model was
xecuted at 1 kHz. The contact experiment was conducted for a 0.5, 1,
nd 2 s RTT. Contact with an aluminum wall was performed with a user
nput target force of around 2.5 N. The estimated force signal was dis-
layed on the computer screen to aide the user. Contact was initiated for
pproximately two seconds and the device was returned to the starting
osition to repeat the contact. The experiment was conducted with an
EA in both a stationary and varying environment. A similar test was
onducted for soft contact with foam. 

.1. SEA contact with stiff wall 

The follower uses a Firgelli L12-30-210-6-P linear actuator with a
uided compression spring and a 20 kOhm linear potentiometer for the
pring displacement measurement. The spring has an overall length of
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Fig. 8. Master and follower contact with an aluminum bracket for a 0.5, 1, and 

2 s RTT. 

Fig. 9. Example of master and follower position with a changing environment 

contact location in one second RTT. 
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Table 2 

Varying environment contact location error. 

3 mm Contact [mm] 

RTT [s] max dev. avg. settling dev. 

0.5 0.688 0.336 

1.0 0.647 0.393 

2.0 0.534 0.522 

9 mm Contact [mm] 

RTT [s] max dev. avg. settling dev. 

0.5 0.186 0.102 

1.0 0.209 0.097 

2.0 0.094 0.102 
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ne inch and a stiffness of 0.86 N/mm (4.93 lbf/in). This size was cho-
en to investigate finer movements while staying within typical hand
xoskeleton limits of 10 N [36] . The SEA was placed 9 mm from an alu-
inum L-bracket acting as the stiff wall. The environment contact posi-

ion was known to the controller, and system identification was used to
btain a model for the SEA. A manually tuned PID controller was used
n the follower to track the master position. 

From Fig. 8 it can be seen that the use of an SEA greatly increases
erformance in terms of transparency for position and force tracking.
hese results can be compared to existing work in the field that use a
tiff follower as referenced in Section 2 . One of the greatest benefits of
his implementation is that accurate force matching is achieved without
acrificing position accuracy as with traditional methods. With the use
f an SEA, position and force is linearly related and thus the follower
osition tracking is also part of the environment sensing and force re-
ection estimation. Consequently, any position errors from inaccurate
odelling of the follower and environment dynamics will directly af-

ect the force tracking. Additionally, from a more detailed inspection of
ig. 8 , the resolution of the spring displacement affects the force reflec-
ion accuracy since the force and displacement are coupled in an SEA.
owever, the proposed system still demonstrates excellent performance,
ith force reflection accuracy to within a few tenths of a Newton, and
osition tracking to less than half a millimeter, even at a time delay of
wo seconds. Some data packet losses were observed, but the occurrence
as infrequent and did not have any significant effects on performance.

.2. Varying environment and soft contact 

In most studies, the environment is assumed to be stationary, and
etermining the contact location is often overlooked or assumed to be
nown a priori. This is one of the greatest limitations to practical ap-
lication of teleoperation systems since environments in real life are
ften time varying. Based on a review of recent work, few studies have
entioned the capability to handle varying contact positions [5,13] ,
ith limited discussion. However, the ability to adapt to time varying

nvironments is important to extend the capabilities of teleoperation,
articularly in the presence of time delay. 

An experiment was conducted where the environment contact sens-
ng and correction (ECSC) method defined in Eq. (13) was applied to
he SEA controller. A 6 mm block was placed between the wall and the
EA to change the contact location. The user was instructed to make
ontact with the wall as before, assuming the original contact location
t 9 mm. The teleoperation system was set with an initial contact loca-
ion of 9 mm as well. After the first contact, the block was removed and
he user was instructed to make a second contact at the original wall
ocation at 9 mm. 

The ECSC is an online correction method that is constantly executed
hroughout the motion. However, because it is based on F f , it is only
pdated once contact is initiated. Moreover, since the ECSC is on the
ollower side, the user receives an update only after the backwards time
elay duration, or half the RTT for a constant and symmetric delay as
n this implementation. The accuracy of the sensing method is affected
y the model accuracy and position error. As before, the SEA spring
isplacement resolution also has an effect on the ECSC and thus an ap-
ropriate sensor must be selected for the specific application of the tele-
peration system. 

Knowledge of the contact location is necessary for predictive ap-
roaches based on an SP, and affects the force sensing of the SEA. As
uch, this becomes critical information for the proposed teleoperation
rchitecture. To evaluate the performance of the ECSC the test was con-
ucted with five trials at RTT’s of 0.5, 1, and 2 s. The maximum deviation
nd average settled value after contact is shown in Table 2 . The results
o not follow any significant trend, although the average settled x e er-
or was larger for trials with a two second time delay. This is likely due
o the increasing error between F f and F p as the communication delay
ncreases, causing drift between the estimated x e and the actual contact
ocation. This provides the first quantitative result known to the authors
or capabilities to compensate for environment variations. Contact tests
ere also conducted with a soft environment using a foam block. For soft
aterials the contact location changes as the material deforms. There-

ore, x e must be updated on the master side to prevent modelling errors
hat will degrade performance and potentially destabilize the system.
ig. 10 demonstrates the performance of the proposed system and the
bility of the ECSC to correct for dynamic environment variations on
op of the static case discussed above. 

For small time delays, the ECSC is able to correct 𝐺 

′
𝑝 

with small force
rrors. As the delay increases, the update time causes greater force es-
imation overshoot until contact is maintained and the correction al-
ows F est and F f to converge. Although in dynamic environment varia-
ion the correction will always trail the actual contact location, in small
elays the performance can be acceptable for small bandwidths. More-
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Fig. 10. Master and follower contact with foam block environment location, 

0.5, 1, and 2 s RTT. 
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ver, these results are particularly promising as the ECSC assumes no
nowledge of the environment dynamics. 

. Conclusion 

This work presented the improvement in performance and trans-
arency for a robust teleoperation system with the use of an SEA on the
ollower side in a F-P architecture using a Smith predictor. Simulation
esults demonstrate the benefit of using an SEA for unilateral contact
ith a stiff environment over direct actuation. Compliance in the system
emonstrated a reduction in chatter and overshoot for both force and
osition control in stiff and soft environments. In experiment, accurate
orce and position tracking was achieved in an RTT of two seconds for
ontact with a stiff environment. Additionally, a method to account for
ariations in contact location, ECSC, was developed and demonstrated.
ontact with a soft environment showed good performance in an RTT
elay of 500 ms. 

The results provide promising direction for increasing teleoperation
erformance further as part of future work. Currently, the proposed sys-
em assumes no knowledge of the environment dynamics, and takes ad-
antage of the coupled actuation and sensing capabilities of the SEA.
stimation of the follower-environment dynamics can be added to the
ontrol architecture to improve the follower side prediction. This has
he potential to reduce the update error in the ECSC as well, resulting in
etter performance in the presence of increased delays for soft contact.
his would be particularly useful in telesurgery applications for interact-

ng with soft tissue. This work can also be extended by extending it to a
ulti-degree of freedom manipulator, as evaluating specific task perfor-
ance and completion times will be a useful metric to further evaluate

he system’s practical application. 
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